
LIE ALGEBRAS OF LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS

RICHARD K. LASHOF

l Introduction- We call an LP-group, a group which is the pro-
jective limit of Lie groups. Yamabe [8] has proved that every con-
nected locally compact group is an LP-group. This permits the exten-
sion to locally compact groups of the notion of a Lie algebra. In §§ 2
and 3 we prove the existence and uniqueness of the Lie algebra of an
LP-group and show the connection of the Lie algebra with the group
by means of the exponential mapping.

In § 4, we extend the notion of a universal covering group for
connected groups with the same Lie algebra. A covering group of a
connected group g, in the extended sense used here, means a pair
(g, w), where ~g is a connected LP-group and w is a continuous repre-
sentation of g into g which induces an isomorphism of the Lie algebra
of g onto the Lie algebra of g (see Definition 4.5). The universal co-
vering group of a connected locally compact group is not necessarily
locally compact and may not map onto the group. It turns out that
the arc component of the identity in g is a covering space in the sense
of Novosad [5] of the arc component of the identity of g (these com-
ponents are dense subgroups, Lemma 3.7).

Finally, in § 5, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between
" canonical LP-subgroups " of a group and subalgebras of its Lie algebra.

2 Projective limit of Lie algebras.

DEFINITION 2.1. By a topological Lie algebra (over the real num-
bers) we shall mean a (not necessarily finite dimensional) Lie algebra
with an underlying topology such that the operations of addition, mul-
tiplication and scalar multiplication are continuous.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let J be an inductive set. Suppose given for
each a e J, a topological Lie algebra Ga such that if a < b there exists
a continuous representation faυ:Gb —• Ga. Let G = UXΛ e Π ^ such that

aβJ

fal)Xb=Xa, all a,beJ with α<ί>] . Then G is a closed topological sub-
algebra of the direct product.

In analogy to A. Weil [7, p. 23], G will be called the projective
limit of the Ga (G=\ιmGa) if the following hold:
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LP I: If a < b < c, facXc=fab(LcXc);
LP II : fab is a continuous open homomorphism of Gb onto Ga;
LP III: fa, the natural projection of G into Ga, is continuous and

onto.
(Remark: fa open is implied by fab open, (see [7, p. 24])

In particular, if the Ga are finite dimensional Lie algebras with the
usual topology as a Euclidean space, we get the following.

THEOREM 2.3. Let Ga9 aeJ, be a system of finite dimensional Lie
algebras satisfying LP I and

LP I F : fab is a representation onto.

Then G as defined in Definition 2.2 will necessarily satisfy LP II and
LP III and hence 6r=lim Ga.

Proof. LP IF implies LP II, since for finite dimensional vector
spaces a representation onto is both continuous and open in the usual
topology. That LP III is satisfied follows directly from the theory of
linearly compact vector spaces [3 Ch. Ill, § 27]. In fact, this result
holds for an inverse system of finite dimensional vector spaces.

DEFINITION 2.4. If G=lim Ga, Ga finite dimensional Lie algebras,
then G will be called an LP algebra.

LEMMA 2.5. Let G=lim Ga, where the Ga's are complete topological
Lie algebras, with homomorphisms fa and fab satisfying LP I, II, and
III. Let Na be the kernel of fa, then

A. Every neighborhood of zero in G contains an Na

B. For each Naf Nb; there exists an Nc C Na f\ Nb.
C. G is complete.

Proof. It is easy to show (see [7]) that a fundamental system
of neighborhoods of zero in G is given by fά\Va), aeJ, and Va running
through a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in Ga. Condi-
tion A then follows directly.

If c > α , 6 then Nc obviously satisfies B. Condition C is immediate
from the definition of G.

LEMMA 2.6. Given a topological Lie algebra G containing closed
ideals Na satisfying A, B, C; then lim G/Na exists and is isomorphic to
G (where we define α < 6 if NaZ2 Nb and let fm:GINb-+GlNa be the
natural homomorphism).
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Proof. Since the Conditions A, B, C are identical to those for
topological groups [7, p. 25] it follows that G is isomorphic to \imGjNa

as an additive topological group. The lemma now follows since the Na

are ideals.

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose G=-\imGa, Ga fiinite dimensional. If K is
a closed subalgebra of G, then K=\im Kaf where Ka is the image of K in
Ga. If K is a closed ideal in G> then GIK==\im GJKa. In particular,
G/K is complete.

Proof. If fab:Gb->Ga (α<6), then fah:Kh^Ka satisfies LP I, IF.
Hence lim Ka exists. Since K maps onto Kay K is dense in lim Kaf [7].
Since K is closed, K^\\mKa.

Likewise GJKaf aeJ, satisfy LP I, II where fah:GhIKh-> GJKa is
induced by fab. Hence lim Ga/Ka exists. The natural maps pa:Ga-+
GJKa evidently induce a map p:G ~> lim GJKa defined by: p{Xa} = {paXa} >
{Xa} eG. This definition is legitimate since:

faυ(PυXυ)-Pa(fabXύ-Pa(Xa) , α < 6.

This in turn induces a map i:GIK-* lim GJKa. We have to show that
i is an isomophism.

By its definition i is evidently continuous and one-to-one into. We
show that it is an isomorphism into. Since the natural map of G onto
GjK is open, it is sufficient to show that if W is a neighborhood in G
then p(W)=p(W-hK) is open. Now if W is a neighborhood in (?, take
V-hV C.W. Then V contains an Na, kernel of fa:G -* Ga (Lemma 2.5).
Then p(W) contains p(V)+p(Na). Now (p{V))a^pafa{V)> is an open
neighborhood in GaiKa; and the preimage in lim GJKa of a neighbor-
hood in GJKa is a neighborhood in :'?GJKa. But if (p(X))aepafa(V)f

XeG then Xaefa(V) + Ka and hence Xe V±Na+KC W+K. But this
implies that i is open in i(GfK) and hence is an isomorphism into.

It remains to show that i is onto. But this follows since as an
abstract vector space G is linearly compact [3]. Hence

A fZλvΛYa) Φ Φ, {Ya} e lim GJKa
aβJ

since the intersection is nonempty for any finite subset of J.

LEMMA 2.8. Let θ be a continuous representation of an U?-algebra
G into an LP-algebra H. Then the image of G in H is a closed sub-
algebra of H.

Proof. Suppose G=limGa, aeJ; i?===limi?&, beK; Ga and Hb finite
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dimensional. Consider the map pb:G->Hb, composed of θ and the pro-
jection of H onto Hb. This takes G onto a subalgebra H\ of Hb.
Obviously, the H'b, beK, define a closed subalgebra H'=\\mH'b of H
under the induced system of representations. Also Θ(G)CZH/.

Let Y={Yb} be in H'. The preimage pb\Yb) is a closed linear
variety in G. Since G is linearly compact, f\ pb\Yb) is nonempty, as
the intersection of a finite number is clearly nonempty. Hence there
exists XeG such that pb(X) = Yb, all beK. Hence G maps onto H'.
As H' is closed, this proves the Lemma.

LEMMA 2.9. Let θ be a continuous representation of an LP-algebra
G onto an \Ή-algebra H. Then θ is open.

Proof. Let K be the kernel of θ. By Theorem 2.7, G\K is an LP-
algebra. Hence it is clearly sufficient to prove the Lemma in the case
that the map is also one-to-one.

Hence let θ be a continuous one-to-one representation of G onto H.
Suppose G=\\mGjKa

m

f Ka, aeJ, closed ideals in G and GjKa finite di-
mensional. By Lemma 2.8, θ(Ka) is a closed ideal in H. Further
Hjθ(Ka) is finite dimensional and hence is (topologically) isomorphic to
G\Ka. Since θ is continuous every neighborhood of H contains some
θ(Ka). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that

H=lim H!θ{Ka)=\ιm

Clearly, the isomorphism so induced is the same map as θ.

THEOREM 2.10. If Gτ and G2 are two IS?-algebras with the same
underlying abstract algebra G, then Gλ and G% have the same topology.

Proof. By Lemma 2.9 it is sufficient to construct an LP-algebra
Gϋ whose underlying abstract algebra is G and such that the identity
maps of Go into Gλ and G% are both continuous. Let Ka9 aeJ, be the
set of all abstract ideals in G which have finite codimension. As is
well known, if Ka and Kb have finite codimension, so does Ka Γ\ Kb. It
follows that GIKa, aeJ, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.3, where
we define 6 > α if KbCZKa and fab\G\Kb-*G\Ka is the natural projec-
tion. Let (?0=lim GjKa' We claim the underlying abstract algebra of
Go is G.

Now G is linearly compact since it is the underlying algebra of Gx

and G2. Let pa:G-+G!Ka be the natural map. If Y={Ya} eG0, then
Γ\ Pά^Ya) is nonempty, since the intersection of a finite number is non-
empty. Hence there exists XeG such that pa(X) = Yu, a l lαeJ . Hence
the map p:X -> pa(X) take G onto GQ. p is one-to-one, since for every
XeG there is a Ka such that pa(X) is not zero, because the identity
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map of say G onto Gx is one-to-one.
Now G1=lim Gλ\Kb, beJ', Jf a subset of J. p-ι:GQ-^Gι is an iso-

morphism of this underlying abstract algebras and is continuous since
J' is a subset of J. Hence the theorem follows by Lemma 2.9.

COROLLARY 2.11. Let G be an abelian LP-algebra. Then G is the
direct product of 1-dimensional algebras. In particular, the underlying
topological vector space of an LF-algebra is algebraically and topological-
ly the direct product of 1-dimensional vector spaces.

3. Lie algebra of an LP^group

DEFINITION 3.1. Let ga9 aeJbe Lie groups. Suppose g=\imga,
the limit satisfying LP I, II, III of A. Weil [7]. Then we call g an
LP-group. (Note that g is complete since the ga are complete.)

DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose g=\imga, ga connected Lie groups. Let
Ga be the Lie algebra of ga. Then the homomorphisms fab:gb -> ga (a < b)
induce homomorphisms dfab:Gb -> Ga satisfying LP I, II of Definition 2.1.
Hence the Ga9 aeJ, have a limit G. G is called the Lie algebra of g.

We show in Lemma 3.4 below that G is independent (in a natural
sense) of the representation of g as a limit of Lie groups.

DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose g=\imga, ga connected Lie groups. Let
G, G=\imGa, be the Lie algebra of g. Then we define a continuous
map

exp:G -• g, exp {Xa} = {exp Xa), {Xa} e G .

This mapping is legitimate, since if fab:gb ~> ga then

/α&(exp Xb)~ £ χ P dfabXb=exp Xa

and hence {exp Xa) e g .

LEMMA 3.4. Suppose g=\\mga, ga connected Lie groups, aeJ; h=
\imhb, hb connected Lie groups, beK. Let G=limGa, H=limHb be the
corresponding Lie algebras. If θ:g~->h is an isomorphism then we can
define an isomorphism dθ:G -> H such that

0(exp X)=exp dθ(X), XeG

Proof. Let fa:g ~> ga and fb:h-+hb be the natural maps. Let na

and nh be the kernels of fa and fb respectively. Let beK. Since hb

is a Lie group there is a neighborhood Vh of hb which contains no non-
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trivial subgroups (that is, hb doesn't have arbitrarily small subgroups).

Since fbθ: g -+ hb is continuous, there is a neighborhood W in g which

maps into Vb. But W contains some na and this na must go into the

unit element of hb. This defines a homomorphism θϋa:ga~^hb such that

this condition characterizing θba.

If α > α ' , a and a' in J, then fa=faa>fa> and θhafaa,fa,=fυθ. Hence

ΰbafaa' = θι>a>> Similarly, if δ ' < 6 , Λ A ^ ^ . The induced homomor-
phisms of the corresponding Lie algebras therefore satisfy

dθbadfaa,=dθba,, dfbrbdθba=dθb,a .

It follows that the maps dθba define a continuous representation d# of
G into # , where dθ(X), X= {XJ e G, is defined by

This map is well defined because of the conditions satisfied above, and
is continuous because dθba is continuous.

Similarly for each aeJ, we can find a beK and a homomorphism

Φah'K-^ΰa such that faθ~1=Φabf))' This defines a continuous representa-
tion d^ of H into (r. Because of the conditions satisfied by the maps
one sees easily that: dθdψ:H —> H and dψdθ:G -> G are the identities,
and hence that dθ is an isomorphism.

Since dθbadfa=dfbdθ by definition, we have

By Definition 3.3, this implies that #(exp X)=exp dO(X).

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose g=limga9 ga connected Lie groups. Let G
= limGα be the corresponding Lie algebra. Then g is the closed subgroup
generated by the elements of the form expX, XeG.

Proof. Since G maps onto Ga, expXα for X e G generates ga, and
exp G generates a dense subgroup of g, proving the theorem.

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose G=limGa, Ga finite dimensional Lie algebras.
Then the underlying space of G is arcwise connected.

Proof. Since G is a topological vector space it is arcwise connected
by straight lines.

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose g=\imga9 ga connected Lie groups. Then g is
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connected and the arcwise connected component of g is dense in g.

Proof. The map exp:(? ~> g is continuous. Hence if A is the image
of G, A is arcwise connected. Hence An is arcwise connected. Hence

0 An is arcwise connected. By Theorem 3.5 this is dense in g. Hence g
1

is connected.

T H E O R E M 3.8. Let (ga), aeJ be a system of connected Lie groups
satisfying LP I, II of A. Weil [1]; then g=({xa} e ΐ[Ga; fai>Xj>^%a, att

a€J

a,beJ with α < 6 ) satisfies LP III, and hence:

Proof. Let Ga be the Lie algebra of ga. Then the (Ga), aeJ
satisfy LP I, II of Definition 1.1. Hence they have a limit G. Let X
eG, then if X== {Xa} we have ex$Xaega and {expJζJ eg, since:

fab exp Xb= exp dfabXb==exp Xa, a < b

But elements of the form expXa generate ga since G maps onto Ga.
Hence g maps onto ga. Hence g=ϊimga .

LEMMA 3.9. Let g=\\mga, ga arbitrary Lie groups. Let g°a be the
connected component of the identity of ga. Then the (g°a), aeJ form a
system of groups satisfying LP I, II of A. Weil. Let #°=lim g°a, then g°
is the connected component of g.

Proof. Since fab:gb ~~> ga is continuous, open and g°b is open in gfn

it takes gl onto gl. Hence the ,(#£), aeJ satisfy LP I, II. By Theorem
3.8 they have a limit g°. g° may obviously be considered as a subgroup
of g, closed since complete.

By Lemma 3.7, g° is connected and hence contained in the connect-
ed component of g. On the other hand, if gλ is the connected compo-
nent of g, faiΰi) is connected and hence contained in gl. Hence gλ is
contained in the limit of the g°a. Hence gι=g°.

DEFINITION 3.10. Let g be a topological group. If the connected
component of the identity of g is an LP-group, we define the Lie alge-
bra of g as the Lie algebra of its connected component.

REMARK. According to the result of Yamabe [8], every locally
compact group is a generalized Lie group. This implies in particular
that its connected component is an LP-group. Hence every locally com-
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pact group has a Lie algebra.

THEOREM 3.11. Let g and h be topological groups for which Lie
Algebras G and H are defined (Definition 3.10). Let f be a continuous
representation of g into h, then f induces a unique continuous representa-
tion of G into H such that /(exp X)=exp df(X), XeG.

Proof, Obviously / defines a continuous representation of the con-
nected component of g into the connected component of h. Assume
therefore that g and h are connected.

Suppose g=limga, h=\imhb (ga, hb connected Lie groups). The map
g -> h-> hb induces a map of ga -> hb for some a, since hb doesn't have
arbitrarily small subgroups. This in turn induces a map of Ga —> Hb

and hence of G into Hϋ. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is easy to
see that the maps G -> Hb induce a continuous representation of G into
H, df:G -> H; such that /(exp X)-exp df{X).

Suppose there are two such representations, say df and df. Then

(dfX)b φ (dfX)b some b and X. Since any neighborhood of zero genera-

tes G, and since df, df are linear; we can chose X such that dfX and

dfX are in any desired neighborhood of 0 in Hb. For a sufficiently

small neighborhood exp is one-to-one on Hb. Hence (exj)dfX)b

Φ(expdfX)b, a contradiction.

COROLLARY. // g is connected and f, fλ are two representations of
g into h such that df=df, then f=f1.

Proof. Since /(exp X)=exp dfX = exp dfτX=fΎ (exp X) and since
exp G generates a dense subgroup of g, we have / = / i .

LEMMA 3.12. Let g and h be locally compact topological group and
g connected, G and H their Lie algebras. Let f be a continuous open
homomorphism of g onto h, then df is a continuous open homomorphism
of G onto H.

Proof. According to A. Weil [7], if k is the kernel of /, we may
take g=\imga, k=\imka, ka the image of k in ga1 and h=\im gjka, ga

and ka Lie groups.
Then G=\im Ga, Ga the Lie algebra of ga. Let K be the Lie algebra

of k; then K=\\mK(n Ka the Lie algera of ka. Then the Lie algebra
of gjka is GJKa [1]. Hence H^limGJK,. By Theorem 2.5, H=G\K.
It is easy to check that for df\G ~>G\K that /(exp X)= expdfX.
So that the natural map of G onto GjK is df. (Note: By a generaliza-
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tion of Pontrjagin's theorem on groups satisfying the second axiom of
countability; if / is continuous and onto it is automatically open.)

4, Universal covering group*

DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose g=limga, (ga), a e J connected Lie groups.

Let ga be the simply connected covering group of ga. The map fab

taking gb onto ga (a <C b) induces an open homomorphism fab of gb onto

ga. Hence the (ga), aeJ satisfy LP I, II and therefore have a limit

g (Theorem 3.8). g is a complete, connected group, g is called the

universal covering group of g.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be the Lie algebra of g. Then g has the
Lie algebra G, and there exists a continuous representation w taking g
onto a dense subgroup of g such that dιv:G-+G is the identity.

Proof. The covering homomorphisms ιva:g->ga induce a continuous
representation of g into g. Since dwa:Ga->Ga is the identity, it follows
that dw is the identity. Since wa maps ga onto ga it follows that w(g)
is dense in g.

PROPOSITION 4.3. The kernel of w is totally disconnected and is in

the center.

Proof. If k is the kernel of w, it follows from the definition of
w that the image fjk) of k in ga belongs to the kernel of wa. But
this kernel is discrete and hence fa(k) is discrete, and therefore closed
in ga. It follows that the fa(k) satisfy LP I, II and since k is closed,
k=\imfa(k). Hence k is the protective limit of discret groups. It
follows from Lemma 3.9 that k is totally disconnected. Further, a
totally disconnected normal subgroup of a connected group belongs to
the center.

LEMMA 4.4. Let g be a connected LP-group with Lie algebra G.

Let h be any other connected LF-group with Lie algebra H isomorphic to

G. Then there exists an isomorphism of their universal covering groups

f:g ~>h such that df is the given isomorphim of G onto H.

Proof. Suppose g=\imga, h=\imhb; then Ίι^\imhb, g=\\mga and

G=lim Ga, i?=lim Hb. The homomorphism G -> H-> Hb induces a homo-

morphism Ga -> Hb for some a, since Hb has no small subgroups when

considered as an additive group. This in turn induces a homomorphism

of ga onto Ίιb. Similary there exist homomorphisms of hb onto ga, aeJ,
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some b. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is easy to see that this

implies that there exists an isomorphism f:g-> h. The induced homo-
morphism df:G->H such that /(expX)==expd/(X), is obviously the
original isomorphism of G onto H.

DEFINITION 4.5. Let g and h be connected LP-groups, G and H
their Lie algebras. A continuous representation w of g into h such
that dw is an isomorphism of G onto H is called a covering map and g
is called a covering group of h, (g, w) is called the covering.

PROPOSITION 3.6. w(g) is dense in h.

Proof. In fact w(expX)=expdw(X), XeG. But expdw(X), XeG
generates a dense subgroup of h since <iw is onto.

We now give a purely topological definition of covering space for
arcwise connected spaces due to Novosad [5] and show that the arc
component of the identity gc of g in Definition 4.5 is actually a cover-
ing space in this sense of the arc component of the identity hG of h.
(Note that gc is dense in g, Lemma 3.7) Similarly, we show the arc
component of the identity of the universal covering group is a universal
covering space.

DEFINITION 4.7. (Novosad) Let A be an arcwise connected space,
aeA. Let f:(B, b)-+(A, a) be a continuous map of an arcwise con-
nected space B into A taking 6 into a. Then (/, B, b) is called a
covering space of (A, α), if given any contractible space C, and point
ceC which is a deformation retract of C, and a map <x:(C, c)->(A, c),
then there exists a map cc:(C, c) -> (B, b) which is unique with respect
to the property fa=a.

Let (PA, α#) be the pair consisting of the space of paths starting
from aeA, with the compact open topology, of an arbitrary topological
space A, and the constant path α# at aeA. A continuous map f:(B, b)
->(A, a) induces a continuous map /#:(P Λ , 6#) -> (PA, α#) defined by:

/#(p)(ί)=/(2>(ί)), ^ e P £ , ί e / (the unit interval)

It is then easy to see that Definition 4.7 is equivalent to the following.

DEFINITION 4.7\ Let f:(B, b)-+(A, a) be a continuous map of an
arcwise connected space B into an arcwise connected space A taking
beB into aeA. Then (/, B, b) is called a covering space of (̂ 4, a) if
f#:(PB, b#)->(PΛ, α#) is a homeomorphism onto.
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PROPOSITION 4.8, Definitions 4.7 and 4.7' are equivalent.

Proof.
(4.7) implies (4.70 by Lemma 2.3 of [5].
(4.70 implies (4.7); since, let λA:PA-*A9 λA{p)=p(l), pePA. Then

λA defines a fiber space (in the sense of Serre) which obviously satisfies
the covering homotopy theorem for arbitrary spaces. Hence if a:(C, c)
~> {A, a) is homotopic to tne constant map the homotopy may be lifted
to (PA, α#) and hence to (PB, δ#) by the homeomorphism of (4.70- λB

maps the image into (B, b). The endpoint of the homotopy gives the
desired covering of (4.7). The uniquenes follows since any point of
C describes a path under the retraction and the image of this path in
B is unique since covering paths are unique by (4.70-

DEFINITION 4.9. An arcwise connected space A is called simply
connected if every covering space (4.7) of (A, a) is trivial. This pro-
perty is independent of the base point aeA (see [5]).

Let ΩA be the (closed) subspace of PA consisting of closed paths
(that is, the loop space). Let Ω°A be the arc component of a% in ΩA.

THEOREM 4.10. Let A be an arcwise and locally arcwise connected
space, aeA\ then if ΩA is connected {not necessarily arcwise connected)
and ΩA is dense in ΩA, A is simply connected (Definition 4.9).

Proof. Let (/, B, b) be a covering space of (A, a). Then f#:PB

-> PA is a homeomorphism, and hence f% maps ΩB homeomorphically
into ΩA. But every loop in A contractible to a may be lifted to a uni-
que loop in B (see proof of 4.8), hence f%(ΩB) 3 ΩC

A. But f%(ΩB) is
closed in PA. Hence / # maps ΩB onto ΩA.

Now this means that f:B -> A is one-to-one. For if /#(p)(l)=/#(ΐ>0
•(1), P, P' e PB, then p(l)=-pf(l); since / # p and f%pf having the some
endpoint form a loop in A, and hence must come from a loop in B by
the above. Also p(l)^p;(l) implies (f%p)(ΐ) = (f#pf)(l). Hence since λB\
PB-> B, and λA:PA-+A (the endpoint maps) are onto, / is one-to-one.

Further λA is both continuous and open [4, Lemma 4] since A is
locally arcwise connected, hence the continuous map ^Bf'

U'PA~^ B in-
duces a continuous map f~x:A-^ B. This proves the theorem.

We now apply the above to LP-groups. We remark that if g is a
topological group; then Pg, the space of paths of g beginning at the
identity, may be made into a topological group by pointwise multiplica-
tion of paths. Then Ωg is a closed normal subgroup.

LEMMA 4,11. Let g=\imga, ga IΛe groups; then Pg=limPga.
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Proof. First /«:#-> #α has a local cross-section. In fact, it is
obvious that dfa:G -> Ga has a cross-section since these spaces are linear,
further ga has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to a neighborhood
of Ga and exp:Gr-># is continuous.

Now Pg is arcwise connected, hence fί:Pg ->Pg will be onto if the
image covers a neighborhood of the identity. But this follows from the
local cross-section of ga in g. In fact, a fundamental system of neighbor-
hoods of the identity in Pa is obtained from a fundamental system of
neighborhoods of the identity in g by taking all those paths that are
contained in a given neighborhood of the identity in g. Also it follows
that fl is open.

If V is a neighborhood of the identity in g that contains the kernel
K of fa, then the corresponding neighborhood in Pg contains P f c , and
this last is clearly the kernel of /*. Finally, Pg is complete since g is
complete. Hence all the conditions for a projective limit are satisfied
and the lemma follows.

LEMMA 4.12. If g=\ιmga, ga simply connected Lie groups, then Ωg

=\\m Ωg .

Pooof. The proof is the same as above, using the fact that since
ga is simply connected, Ωg is arcwise connected.

LEMMA 4.13. // g=\imga, ga simply connected, then Ωc

0 is dense in
Ωg and Ωg is connected.

Proof. Since fa'9-*9a has local cross-sections (see 4.11), it defines
a principal fiber bundle and hence satisfies the covering homotopy
theorem of [6]. Hence since every loop in ga is contractible each loop
may be lifted to a contractible loop in g. Hence Ω°σ maps onto Ωg , all α.
Hence Ωc

g is dense in Ωg. The last statement then follows.

LEMMA 4.14. // g=\ϊmga, ga simply connected, then PgjΩ^gc.

Proof. For Lie groups, PgJΩg » g a , since ga is locally arcwise
connected and hence the map of Pg onto ga is open (see [7]). Since
Pg maps continuously onto Pg , Pg maps continuously onto Pg IΩg TO ga.

(I & ύl

The induced map of Pg into g=\imga is obviously λg, and this induces a
continuous one-to-one map of Pg\Ωg onto gc C 9. Hence it is sufficient
to show that Pg\Ωg has the proper topology as a subgroup of g.

The neighborhoods of the identity in Pg\Ωg are of the form VΩg,
where V is the preimage in Pg of a neighborhood Va in Pga. But this
is the preimage in Pg\Ωg of the neighborhood VaΩg in Pg \Ωg τ& ga.
Hence the Lemma follows.
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THEOREM 4.15. // g=\imga, ga simply connected Lie groups, then
gc (the arc-component of the identity) is arcwise connected, locally arc-
wise connected, and simply connected (Definition 4.9).

Proof. gc is locally arcwise connected since Pg is obviously so.
Hence by Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 and Theorem 4.10, gG is simply con-
nected.

COROLLARY 4.16. If g is the universal covering group (4.1) of a
metrisάble hP-group or a connected locally compact group, then g is arc-
wise connected, locally arcwise connected and simply connected.

Proof. For metrisable groups, Pg is metrisable and complete.
Hence PgjΩg»g° is complete and thus gc=g. The result for locally
compact groups will follow from Theorem 4.25.

We write again w for the map of Definition 4.5 cut down to gc.

LEMMA 4.17. (w, gc, e) is a covering space (Definition 4.7) of
(h\ e).

Proof. First assume g=h the universal covering group of h. Then

if h=limha, h=\imha and since P% » Ph (this is obvious for Lie groups),

Pύ τ& lim P% ?& lim Ph τ& Ph. Further, this isomorphism is clearly in-
CO (I

duced by the covering map w.
Now let (g, w) be any covering group of h. Then h^g by (4.4)

and hence Pg ~ Pg^ Ph^ PA . Since g -> g —• h is the same as g —> h -> h.
The isomorphism Pg τ& Ph is induced by w. Hence (w, gc, e) satisfies
(4.7)'.

THEOREM 4.18. If g and h are LF-groups, G and H their Lie

algebras, g and h their universal covering groups, Pg and Ph their group
of paths, Ωc

g and ΩG

h the arc component of the identity in their group of
loops, respectively; then the following are equivalent:

(a) G isomorphic to H (b) g isomorphic to h
(c) Pg isomorphic to PΛ such that the isomorphism takes Ωc

g onto Ωc

h.

Proof.

(a) implies (b) follows from (4.4).
(b) implies (a) follows from (4.2).

(b) implies (c): Pg ~ PΈ by (4.17). Also fl|~βj under the same
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map since every contractible loop in g may be lifted to g (see proof of
4.8).

(c) implies (b): writing ΊΐG

σ for the closure of Ω% in Pg, we have

gc ~ PQ\Ωη ~ Pg\Ωc

g ~ Ph\~Ω\ ~ PκlΩκ ~ h°, since Ωc

g is dense in Ω-g. Hence

g c^h.

LEMMA 4.19. Every LP-algebra is the Lie algebra of an LP-group.

Proof. By assumption, if G is an LP-algebra then G=\imGa, Ga

finite dimensional. Let ga be the simply connected groups correspond-
ing to Ga. The homomorphisms of Ga onto Gb (a<Cb), induce homo-
morphisms of ga onto gb which satisfy LP I, II. Hence they have a
limit g (Theorem 3.8). But g obviously has Lie algebra G.

DEFINITION 4.20. The group g defined in the proof of (4.19) is
called the universal group corresponding to G.

LEMMA 4.21. Let g be a universal LP-group then every covering
group {h, w) {Definition 4.5) is trivial, that is, w is an isomorphism of
h onto g.

Proof. hc is a trivial covering of gc. Since h and g are complete
and h° and gc are dense, the lemma follows.

THEOREM 4.22. Let h be an LP-group and let H be its Lie algebra.
Let G be an LP-algebra and g the universal group corresponding to G.
Let θ be a continuous representation of G into H. Then θ induces a
continuous representation f of g into h such that df=θ.

Proof. If h=\imhb, hb Lie groups; then H=\imHb, Hb finite di-
mensional Lie algebras. Suppose G=liτnGa, Ga finite dimensional. Let
ga be the simply connected group corresponding to Ga, g=\imga. The
map G->H~+Hb induces a map Ga~>Hb, some a. But this in turn
induces a map ga -> hb and hence a map of g -> hb for every ό. It is
easy to see that this defines a map f:g->h such that df=θ.

THEOREM 4.23. The universal covering group g of a connected local-
ly compact group g is the direct product of simply connected Lie groups.
More explicitly g Cίhxaxs, where h is a simply connected Lie group,
a is the {possibly infinite) direct product of the reals and s is the {pos-
sibly infinite) direct product of simple simply connected compact Liq
groups.
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Proof. According to Yamabe [8] and Iwasawa (Theorem 11 of [2]),
g is locally the direct product of a local Lie group h' and a compact
normal subgroup k. Now k=limka, where ka=k[na, na normal in k
and hence in g (Theorem 4 of [2]). Hence g=^\\mgn, where ga=fflna.
Evidently ga is locally isomorphic to hf x ka; and hence to hr x k°a, k°a con-
nected component of ka (since ka a Lie group).

Since faϋ:gb ~> ga takes kb onto ka, it takes kl onto k°a. Hence fab

induces a homomorphism of hxkl onto hxkl, where h is the simply

connected group associated with hf and k°a is the simply connected co-

vering group of ka. If kΌ=limk°a, then kxk°=limhxk°a; hxkl is the

simply connected covering group of ga and hence hxk° is the universal

covering group of g.
Since k° is the universal covering group of k°, k° connected com-

ponent of k; the problem is reduced to considering the universal cover-
ing group of a compact connected group.

According to A. Weil (p. 91 of [7]), k° is isomorphic to (arxs)/d,
where af is a compact abelian connected group, s is the (possibly in-
finite) direct product of simple simply connected compact Lie groups,

and d is totally disconnected. It is evident that k°==axs, where a is
the universal covering group of a'. Since a' in the projective limit of
toroidal groups, a is the projective limit of vector groups, and hence is
the direct product of the reals (2.11). This proves the theorem.

COROLLARY 4.24. If g is a locally compact group, then its Lie algebra
G has the form G=HxAxS, where H is a finite dimensional Die alge-
bra, A is the product (possibly infinite) of 1-dimensional Lie algebras,
and S is the (possibly infinite) direct product of simple compact Lie
algebras.

EXAMPLE 1. Let g=llTa, aeJ, Ta isomorphic to the torus group,
all α. Then g is compact. But g==-ΠRa, Ra isomorphic to the additive
group of reals, aeJ. Hence for J infinite, g is not locally compact.

EXAMPLE 2. Let P be the p-adic solenoid (See for example: Eilen-
berg and Steenrod, Foundations of algebraic topology, p. 230). P is a
compact connected group and is the projective limit of torus groups.
If T is the multiplicative group of all complex numbers z with |z| = l,
the projections φ:T->T are given by φ(z)=zp, p an integer, ψ induces
the map φ:R~+R, ψ(x)=px, which is an isomorphism of the additive
group of the reals onto itself. Hence the universal covering group of
P, which is the projective limit of the reals under these isomorphisms,
is itself the additive group of reals. Hence the Lie algebra of P is 1-
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dimensional. As is well known (see above reference) R maps continu-
ously, one-to-one onto a dense subgroup of P, not the whole group.
The map is not open and not onto P. More generally we have the
following.

EXAMPLE 3. Let g be a connected, but not locally connected, local-
ly compact group. Let {g, w) be its universal covering group. Then
w:g -> g is not both open onto. Consequently, if g is locally compact,
w is neither open (on the image) nor onto.

In fact g is locally connected. Hence if w is open and onto, g would
be locally connected. If g is locally compact then if w is open on w(g),
w(g) would be locally compact, hence closed, hence w{g)=g. On the
other hand, if w is onto and g connected locally compact, w is open.

Hence, in particular we have the following. Let g be a connect-
ed, but not locally connected finite dimensional locally compact group.
Then g is locally compact (a Lie group) and hence w is neither open
nor onto.

EXAMPLE 4. Not every complete topological Lie algebra is an LP-
algebra. In fact an infinite dimensional Banach space cannot contain
arbitrarily small subspaces and cannot be an abelian LP-algebra.

5 Subgroups and subalgebras

DEFINITION 5.1. Let g be an LP-group. An LP-group h is called
an LF-subgroup of g if h is an abstract subgroup and the inclusion map
f:h-+g is a continuous representation such that df:H->G is an isomor-
phism into.

THEOREM 5.2. Let g=\imga be a LP-group; G=limG α its Lie alge-
bra. Let H be a closed subalgebra of G, then H=\imHa where Ha is the
image of H in Ga. Let ha be the analytic subgroup of ga corresponding
to Ha. Then h=\\mha exists and is a connected ILΫ-subgroup of g with
Lie algebra H.

Proof. H=limHa follows from Theorem 2.5. Now fa1>:gb-+ ga

induces fab:hb ->ha, onto since the image of hb in ga is the analytic

subgroup of ga whose Lie algebra is Ha [1]. Therefore the ha satisfy

LP I, II and hence have a limit h (Theorem 3.8).
Obviously h is an abstract subgroup of g and the maps ha -> ga

induce a continuous one-to-one representation of h into gf namely the
inclusion map. Obviously df is the inclusion map of H into G and hence
an isomorphism into.
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LEMMA 5.3. Let h be the hF-subgroup of g defined in Theorem 5.2.
Let hf be any other connected hF-subgroup with Lie algebra H' and such
that the inclusion map f'\hf —> g induces an isomorphism df of Ή! onto
H. Then hr is a covering group of h and the covering map is abstract-
ly an inclusion.

Proof. Suppose h'=limtύ, hi Lie groups. The map hf->g->ga

induces a map hi -> ga, for some b. But the image of hi in ga is the
analytic subgroup whose Lie algebra is Ha, the image of JEζ in Ga.
Hence, h'b —> ha is continuous and open, and induces h' -* ha continuous,
open. This induces a continuous representation θ:hf ~+h such that dθ
is the isomorphism dg''. Since hf is contained abstractly in g, its ele-
ments are determined by their coordinates in ga. Hence θ is an abstract
inclusion of h' in h.

COROLLARY. The subgroup h defined in Theorem 5.2 is uniquely
characterized by Lemma 5.3.

Proof. Suppose h and hf are two connected LP-subgroups such
that h is a covering group of hr and h' is a covering group of h, and
such that the covering maps are abstract inclusions. Then the maps
h->h' ->h and h' -+h->hf are both the identity. Hence h=h'.

DEFINITION 5.4. The LP-subgroup h of g defined in Theorem 5.2
is called the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to the subalgebra H
of G.

We have proved the following.

THEOREM 5.5. Let g be an LP-group, G its Lie algebra. There
exists a one to one correspondence between canonical Fh-subgroups of g
and closed subalgebras of G.

THEOREM 5.6. Let g be the universal group corresponding to an LP-
algebra G. Let k be a closed normal connected subgroup of g. Then k
is the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to an ideal in G. Converse-
ly, the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to an ideal in G is a closed
normal connected topological subgroup of g.

Proof. Let k be a closed, normal, connected subgroup of g. Sup-
pose g-=\\m.ga1 ga simply connected Lie groups. Let the image of k in

ga be ka. The closure ka of ka in ga is a closed connected normal sub-

group of ga. Let K(ί be the ideal of Ga corresponding to ka.

The image by fab of kb in ga (a < 6), is the analytic subgroup of ga

corresponding to the image of Kυ in Ga. But the image is an ideal in
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Ga, hence the corresponding analytic subgroup is a closed normal con-

nected subgroup of ga. Hence ka CZfabiK). On the other hand since

/ α δ is continuous, fab(kϋ) <Zka. Hence fah{kυ)=ka.

Hence /b/=lim^2 exists and is a closed normal subgroup of g, and
is the canonical LP-subgroup corresponding to K=AimKa. On the other
hand, k < K!'; but k maps onto ka, a dense subgroup of ka. Hence k
is dense in kf and k=k' since k is closed.

The converse is obvious since the analytic subgroups of ga corres-
ponding to ideals are closed topological subgroups.

EXAMPLE. Consider the p-adic solenoid of Example 2, § 4. The
additive group of reals R may be considered as an LP-subgroup of the
p-adie solenoid P. Then P itself is the canonical LP-subgroup corres-
ponding to the Lie algebra of R.
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